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About This Game

A toxic waste spill finds its way into the water supply, causing the recently deceased to rise from their graves. Now it's up to you
to blast your way through the hordes of undead if you're going to escape the city. On the way to your rescue, you'll search stores

and houses for supplies, and trade with other survivors.

With three game modes, hundreds of items, weapons and grenades, and a city that is never the same twice, there is always
something new hiding round the corner in Dead Pixels.

When the Dead Start Walking, It's Time to Run.

Key Features:

 Over 100 weapons, grenades and items

 A procedurally generated city, that's different every time you play

 3 different modes of play

 4 different difficulty modes
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 Single player and two player local co-op

 Online leaderboards

 30 achievements
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Title: Dead Pixels
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
CSR-Studios
Publisher:
CSR-Studios
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only good on xbox. Fun for a few hours. Take that as you will.. I don't review many games, but this one deserves one for anyone
who has a similar situation to me.

I bought this for under $1 on the last sale on a whim because it had local coop. I played with my girlfriend, who isnt that into
gaming, and we had a blast of a time. Although we finished the three "campaigns" in about 4 hours (and there's little to no
replay value), I cherish the fun times we had with this little indie title. Controller support (two xbox one wireless controllers)
was working perfectly out of the box, so no issues there.

For around $0.22\/hr we enjoyed the couch coop experience more than most other games in this category. It's simple to pick up
and play, and other than finally figuring out that we can "go inside buildings" and find shops (seriously, tutorial needs to
mention this very clearly), the game was enjoyable.

To that end I've already wishlisted DeadPixels 2 and will purchase it on release, so long as it maintains what made this game
great, and continues to support local coop. Thanks for making a great game!. Grindhouse pixelart zombie game.
What's not to like?
Quick to start, you'll be shooting zombies through infested streets as soon as you click start.
Cheap anf dun.
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